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Abstract:Next-generation SONET/SDH technologies namely, Generic Framing Procedure (GFP), Virtual Concatenation
(VCAT) and Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme (LCAS) enable network operators to provide integrated data and voice
services over their legacy SONET/SDH infrastructure to generate new revenue. Data packets are encapsulated using framing
protocols GFP. VCAT is a process of distributing the GFP framed data payload in number of virtual channels of same
capacity forming a Virtually Concatenated Group (VCG). LCAS is used for dynamic bandwidth allocation. Individual member
of VCG can traverse through any path to reach the destination and all VCs are combined at the destination as per the MFI
(Multiframe Indicator) and Sequence Number written in the control packet of the SDH frame. As all the VCG members are
routed independently, they do not reach the destination at the same time. These streams thus incur differential delay. Buffers
are provided at the receiver to compensate differential delay and combine the streams for generating the data signal. More
the differential delay more is the buffer requirement at the receiver. Differential delay/buffer size can be reduced by proper
routing of the traffic. In the existing receiver circuits, all incoming streams are allotted fixed and equal buffer size, specifying
maximum differential delay it can compensate. This results in large amount of buffer requirement and wastage of buffer as
all the streams do not suffer same differential delay. To overcome this limitation, this paper proposes a novel scheme of
allotting buffers dynamically to all the streams. To achieve this, differential delay between the streams is computed by
extracting the MFI and then as per the delay, each stream is allotted buffer from a common buffer pool. The common buffer
pool size is network architecture dependent. This scheme reduces the buffer requirement by approx 50% at the receiver. For
functional verification of the concept hardware circuit is designed. The circuit accepts three VC-3 streams, calculates the
differential delay, allots buffers as per the delay and finally outputs synchronized streams compensating the differential
delay.

Keywords: GFP-Generic Framing Procedure, LCAS-Link Capacity Adjustment, Scheme, SDH-Synchronous Digital
Hierarchy, STM-Synchronous Transport Module, VC-Virtual Channels, VCAT-virtual Concatenation, VCG-Virtually
Concatenated Group.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Next Generation SDH

SONET/SDH has historically been the dominant transport
infrastructure optimized for reliable delivery of voice and
private-line services in metro and backbone networks. It
likely will remain in the foreseeable future as the dominant
framing layer for supporting integrated data and voice
services over optical transport networks to leverage the
existing SONET/SDH telecom infrastructure because of the
data-over- SONET/ SDH technologies, namely, generic
framing procedure, virtual concatenation and link-capacity-
adjustment scheme. Generic framing procedure (GFP) is a
traffic-adaptation protocol [2] which maps either a physical-
layer signal or a logical- link-layer signal to an octet-
synchronous signal such as a SONET/SDH channel. After
encapsulating the data using GFP, it is concatenated.

Concatenation is the process of integrating several containers
to a unified one to provide a larger tunnel for transportation.
There are two kinds of concatenation, contiguous
concatenation and virtual concatenation. From the
perspective of technological and economical feasibility
VCAT is preferred.

Figure 1: Next Generation SONET/SDH Technology
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Since data traffic is bursty, it is desirable that the
SONET/SDH transport network can dynamically adjust the
bandwidth allocated to a connection to accommodate data
rate fluctuation. Link-capacity-adjustment scheme (LCAS)
serves this purpose [3], [5]. Fig 1 describes different services
provided by NG SDH as MSPP (multi service provisioning
platform) and transport of data over existing SDH network
[7].

The bandwidth services market continues to evolve, and
carriers are actively deploying new technologies with
improved provisioning capabilities. In particular, next
generation SONET/SDH NGS offers much promise as a
genuine multitiered enabler with high scalability,
multiprotocol transparency, and service flexibility. More
importantly, NGS is fully compatible with entrenched
infrastructures, enabling carriers to rapidly expand new
service footprints with minimal infrastructure outlays [4].

1.2. Outline

This paper focuses on the inverse multiplexing technology
VCAT. It discusses at length the issue of differential delay
and existing approaches for its compensation. The paper
suggests a novel mechanism to reduce the total buffer size
at the receiver end by dynamically allotting the buffers to
all the incoming streams from a common buffer pool. Buffer
allocation is based on the differential delay between the
streams, which is computed by extracting the MFI of
individual stream and then comparing them. The
functionality of the proposed concept is verified using
Modelsim for hardware simulation.

2. VCAT

It is a standardized layer 1 inverse multiplexing technology
that can be applied to the OTN, SONET/SDH, PDH
component signals. It breaks the integral payload into
individual containers, separately transports each container
and recombines them to a contiguous bandwidth at the end
point of the transmission. The number of containers used is
user specific i.e. it depends on the data rate to be inserted in
SDH frame. The group of VCs used is called a VCG.
Individual member of VCG can traverse through any path
to reach the destination and all VCs are combined at the
destination as per the MFI (Multiframe Indicator) and
Sequence Number written in the control packet (H4 byte)
of the SDH frame. Only the path originating and path
terminating equipment, need to recognize and process the
virtually concatenated signal structure. Intermediate nodes
can remain entirely unaware of this fact. Thus, only the edge
equipments hardware need to be made compatible with the
VCAT technology. As VCG members travel through a
different path to reach destination, they arrive at different
times at the destination. This differential delay needs special
provision made at the receiver. Table 1 shows the VCAT for

SDH signals, maximum number of signals allowed and the
data rate it can achieve. To understand the table, let us take
an example of transmitting 100Mb Ethernet data using SDH,
we can either go for VC-3 2V or VC-4 1V or VC-12 50V to
achieve the desired data rate.

Table 1
VCAT Capacity [1]

VCAT type Component X - Range Capacity (Kbps)
Signal

VC-11 XV VC-11 1 to 64 1600 to 102400

VC- 12 XV VC-12 1 to 64 2176 to 139264

VC-2 XV VC-2 1 to 64 6784 to 434176

VC–3 XV VC-3 1 to 256 48348 to 12.5Gbps

VC-4 XV VC-4 1 to 256 149760 to 38.3Gbps

3. DIFFERENTIAL DELAY

As Discussed earlier, The VC protocol allows a VCN- nV
demand to be split into k pieces of n/k bandwidth each. The
source node sends traffic down these k members of the virtual
concatenation group (VCG) and the destination node
reconstructs the data stream back. Consequently, a 1GB
demand can be mapped to 7 VC4 (or, 21 VC-3), imposing
Only 8% overhead. The VCAT standard allows each of these
VCG members to be routed independently. Since, the
members traverse different paths; they incur different end-
to-end delays. Consequently, there is a differential delay
among the members in the time it takes for the data to reach
the destination node. Since nodes have a fixed sized buffer,
the data will be corrupted if the volume of the data to be
stored exceeds the buffer memory. Thus differential delay
results in the requirement of large buffer size at the receiver
for synchronizing all incoming streams.

Existing Approaches

Different approaches have been proposed to reduce the
differential delay /buffer size at the receiver for compensation
of the differential delay. Mostly the solution is given in term
of routing the streams such that they incur small amount of
delays.

[10] Suggests that differential delay between the
members of VCG can be minimized using suitable path
selection. Performance of K-shortest-path algorithm is
compared with the modified link weight K-shortest-path
algorithm. Simulation results indicate that the latter algorithm
performs significantly better than the original K-shortest-
path algorithm. [8] Proposes a heuristic (BF algorithm) based
on the backward forward approach to solve optimal path
selection problem. It compares the performance of the BF
algorithm with the KSP and MLW-KSP algorithms proposed
in [10]. [6] Introduces the differential delay aware routing
problem and show that it is not only NP-complete but is
also provably hard to approximate within a constant factor.
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[9] Came up with an improvement over VCAT, called DD-
VCAT, which allows higher utilization and lower costs
through flexible distribution of buffers at intermediate nodes.

4. DYNAMIC BUFFER ALLOCATION

All the approaches discussed so far, focuses on routing the
traffic in a specific manner to achieve lesser differential
delays thus reducing the buffer size at the receiver. The
existing receiver circuits specify the maximum differential
delay supported by them. All incoming streams at the
receiver are provided with dedicated fixed sized buffers as
per specified differential delay. Practically all streams do
not exhibit same delay or maximum delay so the given buffer
size is a waste. Also, as we go to higher data rates (Gbps),
small amount of delays result in large buffer size. Thus if all
the streams at such high rate are provided with same buffer
size then large amount of buffers are needed and all the
buffers will not be utilized.

This paper proposes dynamic buffer allocation to reduce
the buffer size at the receiver. This approach computes the
differential delay of incoming streams by extracting the MFI
of all the streams and comparing them. A common buffer
pool is provided and each stream is allotted specific number
of buffers depending on its delay. The common buffer pool
consists of number of buffers; all of them are of fixed size
equal to the frame size for the given stream. Common buffer
pool size is network architecture dependent. Once the
network is setup, all the possible path delays can be
computed and resulting differential delays can be added to
give the total differential delay. The common buffer pool
size then can be computed based on this total differential
delay.

4.1. Circuit Description

The circuit showed in the figure 2 inputs the incoming
streams having differential delay and gives synchronized
output streams after compensating the delays, which can
further be given to the multiplexer. The description of
different blocks is as follows.

MFI Extractor: This block inputs all the streams (DIN1-
DINn) and outputs 12 bit MFI (MFI1+MFI2) for n streams
(MFI1-MFIn) for comparison. The block needs CLK and
SYCN inputs. SYNC input indicates the start of the frame
and then counter counts the clocks. As per the frame format,
counter indicates the MFI position and both MFI1 and MFI2
are given to the comparator circuit.

Comparator: Comparator circuit compares all incoming
MFI and finds the lowest value MFI, which indicates the
most delayed stream. This stream is taken as the reference
as it needs lowest buffer size. Now all other streams MFI is
subtracted from this lowest value. This gives a pointer for
each stream (N1-Nn), which will be further used by the buffer
allocator block to allot the specific number of buffers to each
stream.

Buffer Allocator: This block inputs the pointer value,
computes the number of buffers required for each stream
and accordingly distributes the incoming streams to all the
buffers. WR signals (WR1-WRn) are used to enable n buffers
out of total m buffer provided by the buffer pool and RD
signals (RD1-RDn) then enable reading of n buffers of m
buffers (already written).WR signals enable writing of the
buffers sequentially for each stream. RD signal is generated
such that all output streams have the same MFI thus the
streams are synchronized.

Figure 2: Dynamic Buffer Allocator
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Buffer Pool: This consists of M buffers. All buffers are
of the same size equal to the frame size of the given stream.
Each buffer is individually controlled by the WR and RD
signals. All the buffers take input data from the buffer
allocator block and output the data to DATA OUT block
when respective WR or RD signal is enabled.

Data Out: This block takes the data from all the m
buffers and outputs the data from the n buffers as per the
RD signal. Now the output n streams are synchronized and
can directly be multiplexed.

4.2. Hardware Implementation

To implement the circuit, three VC-3 streams are considered.
MFI extractor inputs three streams and generates three MFI
each of 12 bits. The counter inside this block starts counting
when it gets sync signal. SYNC indicates the start of frame.
H4 byte position is 426 as per VC-3 frame format. Counter
counts up to 426 and saves the 426th byte. These 8 bits
consists of MFI (7-0). The remaining 4 bits of MFI are
available in the H4 byte of the next frame so the counter
counts up to 1190 and again stores the remaining 4 bits and
finally output 12 bits, which together indicates the frame
position (frame count). Comparator block compares these
three MFI and generates a pointer value. Buffer allocator
block inputs the pointer value as well as all the incoming
streams. As number of buffers are 9 in the buffer pool, this
block outputs nine streams and read/write signals. State
machine is used to allot buffers to all the input (pointer value)
combinations. Total seven states are defined and the design
works in one of the states for one combination of the pointer
value. Each state defines the inputs to all the buffers and the
pattern of read and write signals allotted to the buffers as
per table 2. B1-B9 are the nine buffers and D1-D3 are the
three input streams.Any three buffers are enabled for writing
and reading at a time and the control moves sequentially. To
synchronize the streams, read signal is generated when same
frame numbers data is available in the buffers.

Table 2
States and Corresponding Buffer Inputs

state Pointer Values Buffer input

n1 n2 n3 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9

S1 ≤3 ≤3 ≤3 D1 D1 D1 D2 D2 D2 D3 D3 D3

S2 4 3 2 D1 D1 D1 D1 D2 D2 D2 D3 D3

S3 4 2 3 D1 D1 D1 D1 D2 D2 D3 D3 D3

S4 2 4 3 D1 D1 D2 D2 D2 D2 D3 D3 D3

S5 3 4 2 D1 D1 D1 D2 D2 D2 D2 D3 D3

S6 3 2 4 D1 D1 D1 D2 D2 D3 D3 D3 D3

S7 2 3 4 D1 D1 D2 D2 D2 D3 D3 D3 D3

4.3. Simulation Results

MFI Extractor block extracts MFI from the VC-3 Frame.
The block has a counter inside it, which starts counting when

sync signal indicates start of frame. The output is having 12
bits and counter resets after MFI output as shown in figure
3. Counter can forcefully be reset by RST signal generated
by the comparator block. As shown in the figure 4
comparator block inputs three MFI values (mf1,mf2,mf3)
from three input streams. Lowest pointer value 010 is given
to the most delayed stream indicating that two buffers are
required for this stream. Lowest buffer size is decided as
two for exclusion of reading and writing operation and to
avoid data loss. When one buffer is being written, data will
be read from the second buffer and vice versa. As indicated
in the figure RST is high when comparing the data and
generating the output value. RST signal forces the counter
of the MFI extractor block to remain at zero value, thus
avoiding new input value of MFI during computation. Fig 5
shows pointer values 3, 3 and 2 which indicates state S1 of
buffer allocator block. The third stream is most delayed and
first two streams have same delay. So, three buffers are
allotted to each stream. WR signal indicates enabling of
buffers sequentially for the three streams. Reading of the
buffers start after two buffers are written and rd signal value
of 100100010 indicates when first buffer of stream one and
two is read, second buffer of the third stream is enabled thus
compensating the differential delay and enabling
synchronous output. Fig.6 shows the values of di1-di9 in
the state S7. As per table 3, pointer values in state S7 are
2,3 and 4 so, di1-di2 have the input d1, di3-di5 have the
input d2 and di6-di9 have d3 input. The circuit inputs three
streams d1-d3 and outputs same stream o1-o3 compensating
the differential delay as shown in the figure 7.

Figure 3: Waveform of MFI Extractor Block

Figure 4: Waveform of Comparator Block
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Figure 5: Waveform for State S1

Figure 6: Waveform for State S7

Figure 7: Waveform of the Complete Block

5. CONCLUSION

VCAT has many advantages namely it makes data transfer
over SDH more bandwidth efficient and it improves
survivability by providing multipath provisioning but
differential delay caused needs provision of buffers at the
receiver. This paper focuses on differential delay and
proposes a new concept of allocating buffers to the incoming

streams at the receiver depending on their transport delay. A
common buffer pool is used for buffer allotment. This
approach reduces the buffer size at the receiver. The
proposed hardware inputs three VC-3 streams, allots buffers
to them as per the differential delay and finally outputs
synchronized streams, compensating differential delay. The
functional verification of the circuit is done on modelsim
simulator.
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